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Abstract: In the recent times, difficult SQL queries that are composed by scalar-level functions are formed 
to get hold of still extremely set-level semantics. These queries are not complex to write but moreover 
demanding for database engine to optimize, consequently results in expensive evaluation. Our work will 
highlight on relational data representation and some of the data analytics systems these days are based on 
considerable designs of parallel computing. We propose to broaden SQL by means of set predicates to 
manage set-level comparisons and these predicates, are combined by means of grouping, permit selection 
of dynamic groups by means of comparison among group as well as set of values. Our work will put 
forward augmenting of SQL by set predicate, to reveal obscured set-level semantics and suggest two 
approaches to process set predicates a Aggregate function-basis as well as bitmap index-based approach.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many database management systems in the recent 
times, support attributes involves set of values. 
Processing of query on set-valued attributes as well 
as set containment will join was studied. 
Observation of demand in support of difficult as 
well as active set level comparison within 
databases, we suggest an idea of set predicate [1]. 
The semantics regarding set-level comparisons in 
numerous cases are expressed by means of present 
SQL syntax devoid of projected extension on the 
other hand, queries that were resulted will be more 
difficult. One result is that difficult queries are 
tricky for users to create and importantly these 
difficult queries are hard for database management 
systems to maximize, leading to unreasonably 
pricey evaluation. The resulting query plans might 
involve several subqueries by means of set 
operations. The projected concise syntax regarding 
set predicates will permit direct expression 
regarding set-level comparisons within SQL, which 
makes query formulation easy but moreover 
facilitates resourceful support of queries. Our work 
will spotlight on relational data representation and 
some of the data analytics systems these days are 
based on considerable designs of parallel 
computing [2][3]. The query languages for these 
systems will manage difficult data models.  
Because of basic architectural difference, that 
supports set predicates in the systems, though an 
extremely exciting future topic. In our work we put 
forward to broaden SQL by means of set predicates 
to manage set-level comparisons and these 
predicates, are combined by means of grouping, 
permit selection of dynamic groups by means of 
comparison among group as well as set of values. 
Our work will suggest augmenting of SQL by set 
predicate, to reveal obscured set-level semantics 
and suggest two approaches to process set 
predicates an aggregate function-basis as well as 
bitmap index-based approach.  
II. METHODOLOGY 
In data warehousing applications, predicates of 
scalar-level within SQL turn out to be more and 
more insufficient to manage operations that 
necessitate set-level comparison semantics. 
Attributes of set-valued will offer a brief and 
normal means to form complex data. Study of 
demand in support of difficult as well as active set 
level comparison within databases, we suggest an 
idea of set predicate. Set predicate is related 
towards collective quantification as well as 
relational division that are commanding for 
analysis of many-to-many associations.  Different 
from set-valued attributes, that bring hassles in 
redesigning of database storage for particular set 
data type, set predicates will need no change within 
data representation as well as storage, and 
consequently is included into standard database 
systems. In real time applications, corresponding 
sets are with dynamism formed consistent with 
query needs. By means of set predicates, users will 
dynamically outline set-level comparisons by no 
limitation that is caused by the schema of database. 
The attributes of set valued will not support active 
set development since they are predefined at the 
phase of schema definition and set-level 
comparisons are provided on such attributes. Set 
predicates will permit cross-attribute set-level 
assessment [4]. Our work focus on relational data 
representation and some of the data analytics 
systems these days are based on considerable 
designs of parallel computing.  We suggest to 
expand SQL by means of set predicates to manage 
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set-level comparisons and these predicates, are 
combined by means of grouping, permit selection 
of dynamic groups by means of comparison among 
group as well as set of values. Our work will 
suggest augmenting of SQL by set predicate, to 
reveal obscured set-level semantics and suggest 
two approaches to process set predicates an 
aggregate function-basis as well as bitmap index-
based approach [5]. The projected concise syntax 
regarding set predicates will permit direct 
expression regarding set-level comparisons, which 
makes query formulation easy but moreover 
facilitates resourceful support of queries. 
 
Fig1: an overview of execution time of Bitmap 
method over various skewness of group size 
III. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED 
SYSTEM 
While attributes of set-valued together by means of 
set containment joins will support comparisons of 
set-level, set predicates will contain quite a lot of 
important advantages. Set predicate is related 
towards collective quantification as well as 
relational division that are commanding for 
analysis of many-to-many associations. Users will 
dynamically outline set-level comparisons by no 
limitation that is caused by the schema of database. 
We propose to broaden SQL by means of set 
predicates to manage set-level comparisons and 
these predicates, are combined by means of 
grouping, permit selection of dynamic groups by 
means of comparison among group as well as set of 
values. Our work will two approaches to process 
set predicates an Aggregate combined function-
basis as well as bitmap index-based approach. 
Aggregate function-basis approach will process set 
predicates like processing the conventional 
functions of aggregate. When specified a query by 
means of set predicates, rather than decomposing of 
query to several sub queries, this approach just 
needs single pass of table scan. Bitmap index-basis 
method will process set predicates by means of 
usage of bitmap indices on particular attributes. It 
is proficient since it spotlight on only tuples from 
those groups that assure query situations and only 
bitmaps for applicable columns. Modern 
compression methods of bitmap as well as 
encoding methods have made it reasonably priced 
to construct bitmap index on numerous attributes. 
This index structure is moreover valid on several 
types of attributes. The bitmap index basis 
approach will process wide-ranging queries by 
means of utilization of indices of single-attribute 
therefore, it does not necessitate pre-computed 
index meant for join results. We develop an 
optimization scheme to hold queries by means of 
numerous set predicates that is associated by means 
of logic operations. A constructive optimization 
rule is to reduce avoidable set predicates 
throughout query assessment. When specified a 
query by means of n conjunctive set predicates, 
predicates are in sequence evaluated. When no 
group qualifies subsequent to q predicates are 
processed, we stop query assessment devoid of 
processing left over predicates. Number of required 
predicates that are earlier than we can stop, q will 
depend on assessment of order of predicates. We 
considered a technique to choose superior order of 
predicate assessment that is order that results in 
minute q, consequently inexpensive evaluation 
cost. Our suggestion is to assess conjunctive 
predicates in rising order of selectivity, where 
predicate selectivity is its number of practised 
groups. Usage of bitmap index to practice set 
predicates is in line with perception of handing out 
of set level comparison by means of one-pass 
iteration of tuples and it is comparable to the 
approach of aggregate function-based.  
The bitmap index-basis method needs only bitmap 
indices on particular attributes. Based on particular 
attribute indices, it manages general queries, active 
groups, selection conditions, as well as multiple set 
predicates. It does not necessitate pre-computed 
index in support of join/selection results. Without 
projected set predicate, we fall back towards 
existing SQL syntax in conveying of set-level 
comparisons. Complex queries that include scalar-
level operations are often formed to get hold of still 
very easy set-level semantics and these difficult 
queries are hard for users to put together [6]. A 
more strict result is that set-level semantics turn out 
to be obscure consequently; a database 
management system will decide unnecessarily 
assessment plans for those queries. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
By means of data warehousing applications turning 
out more complicated, there is an extreme demand 
of querying information by means of semantics 
regarding set-level comparisons.  Our work will 
limelight on relational data representation and some 
of the data analytics systems these days are based 
on considerable designs of parallel computing. In 
our work we present to broaden SQL by means of 
set predicates to manage set-level comparisons and 
these predicates, are combined by means of 
grouping, permit selection of dynamic groups by 
means of comparison among group as well as set of 
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values. Our work will put forward augmenting of 
SQL by set predicate, to reveal obscured set-level 
semantics and suggest two approaches to process 
set predicates a combined function-basis as well as 
bitmap index-based approach. Aggregate function-
basis approach will process set predicates like 
processing the conventional functions of aggregate. 
Bitmap index-basis means will process set 
predicates by means of usage of bitmap indices on 
particular attributes. It is capable method since it 
spotlight on only tuples from those groups that 
assure query situations and only bitmaps for 
applicable columns.  
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